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AVENGER GOES ON SHORE LEAVE

Members of the crew converge on Hunt Valley, MD for the annual con...

Clockwise from top left: Mike Balewitz and Tony Lopes, former Avenger members, now serving aboard USS Odin, a spinoff from
Avenger. Vice Regional Coordinator Bob Vosseller is being educated on the ner points of singing the Spongebob Squarepants
theme while stuck in the Klingon Jail. Emmett Plant, CO of the USS Blackheart (another Avenger spin-off chapter), proudly
displaying an award certicate he was given during the Region 7 meeting at Shore Leave. Matt, Joe and Alex try their hand at
walking like an Egyptian at the outside pool area for the Hunt Valley Marriott. Jason Momoa, star of Stargate Atlantis joined in
playing guitar during an impromptu jam session held in the hotel lobby Saturday night. Todd posing with one of the astromechs
rolling around the con. Fine Italian dining at Liberatore’s, a restaurant in Timonium, MD - a tradition which grows in numbers with
every passing convention... the food’s just THAT good.

By Judy Waidlich
The meeting started in the usual fashion, with the roll call of chapters, followed by a welcome address
by RC Wayne Augustson. Wayne applauded the recruitment efforts throughout the region, which resulted
in 43 members joining STARFLEET within Region 7. Congrats went to the newly-commissioned
chapters U.S.S. Hecate, U.S.S. Blackheart, and U.S.S. Pride of Baltimore. Support was given to the
U.S.S. Buchanan and U.S.S. Wessex, which recently began their shakedown cruises. Congrats went to
the winners of and participants in the sector chief elections. VRC/TiVo Bob Vosseller highlighted picnics
and other events, and sector chiefs Joe Dorffner and Keith Shikowitz spoke briey. There were a few
brief staff reports, most notably the CFO report by Mike Stein, which highlighted income and expenses
(later due to the awards).
The Region Awards were handed out. The winners are as follows:
2008 Chapter of the year - U.S.S. Sovereign
2008 Shakedown Chapter - U.S.S. Odin (which was nominated, and won, in two regions!)
2008 Mothership of the Year - U.S.S. Avenger
2008 Flag Ofcer of the Year - Laura Victor (USS Challenger)
2008 Ofcer of the Year - Ray Sexton (awarded posthumously)
2008 Enlisted Member of the year - Michael Plunkett (awarded posthumously)
2008 Region 7 staff member of the year - Jeff Victor (USS Challenger)
2008 Electronic Newsletter - U.S.S. Niagara
2008 Printed Newsletter - U.S.S. Avenger - “Avenger News”
2008 CO of the year - Wayne Augustson
(continued page 3)
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CONGRATULATIONS, JUDY!

While participating in the Avenger’s mid-July
trip to the Star Trek Exhibit at the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, Admiral Alex Rosenzweig,
our chapter’s ranking ofcer on site had the
distinct honor to present Avenger’s commanding
ofcer, Judy Waidlich with a promotion to the
rank of Commodore.
Judy has put a lot of time and effort into not
only the chapter level of this organization, but
also the Fleet level participation she enjoys as a
director for the STARFLEET Academy.
A promotion well deserved. Congrats, Judy!!

Helping out charity, one sushi roll at a time...
By Joe Horton
I have been doing the Iron Trek Chef show for a few years now. It’s
pretty exciting and it’s a lot of work. It always helps out a kids’ charity.
For the last two years, the charity has been the Ronald McDonald House
in Philadelphia. Prior to that, the show helped out assorted different
charities that the command staff on the Sovereign determined. I usually
based the cooking demo on a science ction theme, and I try to make it
cool. I also try to gure out themes that people can replicate, especially
with a low budget, so they can afford to do it in today’s economy.
I’ve had some really good successes, but also some not-so-perfect
demos.
I also usually do a rafe that is ashy, often of chocolate of alien
types. In addition, people can donate cash at the food show to support
the charities.
Making a live demo where people can taste the food is actually
difcult because you don’t have a big area to keep food cold. I usually
end up running across the street the day before or the morning of the
show, which is interesting. I need to prepare at 7 AM for the show that
starts at 10:30 to make the magic of everything there. I have to keep
the food items safe by putting them in coolers until the show is ready.
One year, I overslept. It was kind of crazy trying to put on the show,
but I did it.
I don’t think the show would go on without the support of many
STARFLEET members. They support the candy sales, buy the rafes,
and attend the show. I am not sure of the percentage of the people that
attend my show, but I know there are a good many of them that are in
‘FLEET, in different parts of the country.

Next year’s plan is to do Greek-style cooking, but the exact menu
won’t be determined until a few weeks before Shore Leave. Greek food
often involves olives, lamb, and stuffed grape leaves, and that’s what you
can expect next year at Shore Leave 32.

I have a lot of fun planning out a menu. I also try to keep it fun and
exciting for the audience by changing my costume to match the event
theme, and trying to keep it as sci- as possible.
This year, I ended up doing sushi, because it pretty popular and I had
just received a certicate in sushi preparation from Temple University
in Philadelphia, where I’d taken their non-credit course. I always have
an assistant. Without that someone backing me up, getting odd supplies,
or even just entertaining the guests, the show couldn’t happen. Thanks
to the Odin from Region 1 for lending me their editor-in-chief, Janek
Kazimer, as my assistant this year.
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In addition to the cooking show, I work with the children’s programming,
helping with making chocolate frogs and keeping the kids interested. I
gured, how hard can it be? Then I realized that when you work with kids,
it’s challenging, but very rewarding, and the kids actually had fun. Most
of the kids just really wanted to eat their chocolate frog, but some simply
had fun making it.
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The winners of the Region Awards go into the pool of candidates for the Fleet Awards. The U.S.S. Avenger did well. Then there were
other awards and commendations. John Wilson of the U.S.S. DeBraack received the Meritorious Service Award and Mark Easterly
and George Edwards of the U.S.S. Hecate were awarded for Outstanding Service. Commendations were given to Bob Vosseller, Beryl
Washington, Joe Dorffner, Mike Stein, Lamar Barrett, Jeff Victor, Joe Horton, and Emmett Plant. Lee W. of the Pride of Baltimore
was promoted to Captain, as was Janek Kazimer of the U.S.S. Odin. The latter promotion was presented to Janek by Tony Lopes,
CO of the U.S.S. Odin. Mark Anbinder was asked to bring to the meeting a promotion from STARFLEET for Emmett Plant, who
is now a Fleet Captain.
Several Marine awards were issued. Sean Niemeyer was given the Cross of Valor and Sword of Valor. James McClure was the
recipient of the Shield of Valor, and the 742nd Strike Group, U.S.S. Asimov, was given the Legion of Valor award.
That was pretty much it, since I didn’t stay for the Marine Muster.

TREKKIN’ TO THE FRANKLIN

By Annie Slonski
Engage! That’s what we all got to say when we each took our turn
in the center seat on the “Next Generation” bridge replica at The
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia on Saturday, July 25th.
Our away team from Avenger included myself along with a guest,
Chief Science Ofcer Alex Rosenzweig, Commanding Ofcer Judy
Waidlich, and Security Intelligence Specialist Cat Miller. We began
our adventure by meeting at 10:00 AM at the ramp in the central
visitor’s area of The Franklin that led up to “Star Trek: The Exhibition”, for our tour of duty as volunteers. There, we were met
by members of the U.S.S. Sovereign, which included Beryl Washington, who has been the liaison between STARFLEET and The
Franklin, Jay Ansky, Claire Halber, and other Sovereign members.
Also joining us in our expedition was Willie Yee of the U.S.S.
Abraham Lincoln and two members from the U.S.S. Matrix, a
father and daughter team, Eric and Emily.
We all wore a variety of uniforms, from the traditional monster
maroons, to Next Generation, to Deep Space Nine, to the new
movie uniforms, to the one or two uniforms that were variations
on a theme. And what Trek adventure would be complete without
a Klingon? Sovereign brought along their Chief Medical Ofcer,
who was introduced to us as “Doc”. Sovereign’s crew call him Doc
because when not playing Trek, he works in a hospital emergency
room. His costume was superb. We came to nd out that Doc had
worked in Las Vegas, at the Las Vegas Hilton in the Star Trek

Experience for several months prior to its closing. It was there
that he obtained much of his costume. He also sews and some
aspects of his costume were handmade.
To begin our adventure, we rst got the chance to tour the
exhibit for ourselves and we marveled at all weapons, the utensils
and glassware, the multitude of props, the costumes, the sets
and the transports that were on display. Above many of the
displays were monitors with footage from various episodes playing, interspersed with interviews from the cast and crew of almost
all aspects of the Star Trek franchise. There was other footage
running on other monitors that came from our own real-life science and space exploration.
(continued, next page)
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(continued from previous page)
Larger displays in the exhibit consisted of a mock-up of sickbay, complete with an alien lying on one of the examining tables and
Worf standing beside it. Dr. Crusher herself was nowhere to be found, but her sickbay uniform was tted to a mannequin on display.
The display area was cordoned off, much to my dismay, as I would have loved to have been able to explore sickbay in much greater
detail. But, nevertheless, it was still very exciting to see.
Another exhibit was a mock-up of a small portion of the engineering section, which would have delighted our own Chief Engineer
Matt Rielly, who unfortunately was unable to join us for this trip, but hopefully will be able to visit it in the near future. As a
backdrop to the engineering section, the warp core was done up a la matte painting style, which helped to give the display the
illusion of greater depth.
Also on display in the exhibit was a replica of Captain Kirk’s original Enterprise command chair which was placed in front of a green
wall. The purpose of the green wall was that, after a photo was taken by one of the roaming museum staff photographers, it was then
downloaded to a computer in the small gift shop immediately at the Exhibition’s exit, where a backdrop was then inserted so that it
looked like you were actually on the bridge of the original U.S.S. Enterprise. The same went for the transporter pads that were placed
in another area, separate from the exhibit. The pads were just circles on the oor, again in front of a green wall. Once the picture was
processed, visitors had the opportunity to choose a variety of backdrops, from the transporter room itself to an alien planet.
But, the crown jewel of the Exhibition was the replica of the bridge from “The Next Generation”. Many of us liked to hang around
this particular exhibit and to interact with museum visitors. It was also the exhibit where we had the most fun. We all got to take
turns sitting not only in Captain Picard’s center seat, but in Deanna Troi’s and Will Riker’s chairs. Then there were the seats at the
helm positions where some of us sat.
The front view screen was done up plain white with green moving “stars” being projected onto it from the back of the bridge to
give the illusion that we were moving through space.
As photography was prohibited in the Exhibition, the roaming staff photographers would take pictures of the visitors as they sat in
the chairs of the various bridge positions. We decided to get into the spirit of things by joining in. We became part of the background
for the photos by manning the positions on the upper part of the bridge. Many of the visitors not only appreciated it, but enjoyed
us being a part of their experience.
Along the way we met some very fascinating people. One man we talked to was a meteorologist and we had a long conversation with
him about all the little subtleties of Trek, up to and including storms in space. We also talked to a lot of older people who told us that
they remember watching the original series when it was in its rst run on television. Then there were those who just recently became
fans. Not only did they benet from our presence and knowledge base, but we did as well by enjoying watching them experience
the Exhibit for themselves and engaging in some of the great conversations we had with them. The enthusiasm we brought, coupled
with their enthusiasm, made for some very interesting conversations indeed! Everyone we spoke to had their own unique story to tell
about their personal relationship with Star Trek.
As we explored the bridge in detail, we noticed all of the readouts at the various stations. They were just backlit and didn’t do
anything when touched, such as make a sound...darn. We got to look at all of the technical terms that were actually inside jokes
assigned to each “button” on the control panels. Each button had a two-word abbreviation, many of which turned out to be names of
the cast and crew who worked on the show. For example, there were buttons saying PA STE (for Patrick Stewart) or BR SPI (for Brent
Spiner). Some were very easily recognizable, others not so much until Alex translated the vast majority of them for us.
I think that out of all of us, Alex seemed to have had the best time. He got to really play in the Trek Universe for a while.
He took the helm position, and whenever we asked a visitor sitting in the center seat where they wanted to go, once the order
was given, Alex was right there spewing out vectors and quadrants and punching controls just as if he were actually on a real
Enterprise bridge and really traveling through space. I’m not exactly sure who had more fun, Alex playing at the helm or us being
able to listen to him play!
All too soon, our experience was over. We collected our belongings and headed down the street to a local TGI Friday’s for a
much-needed meal and a nice long sit-down. Once we were done there, it was off to home in our different directions. But our
experience there gives us something to talk about and reect back on, about not only the artifacts on display, but being a part of
something special. The exhibit leaves The Franklin Institute on Saturday, September 20th, and I know a few of us will be going
back at least once more.
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DIVISION REPORTS
MEANWHILE, BACK ON THE BRIDGE...
By Judy Waidlich

Welcome to new associate member Clyde Slason, as the U.S.S.
Avenger continues its growth spurt. We have been very busy since
the last issue was in print.
Our picnic was very successful, with guests from the Abraham
Lincoln, Challenger, Odin, and Blackheart in attendance (not to
mention a solid turnout from our own crew!). Emmett led a charge
to commandeer an ice cream truck. I guess you had to be there
(and you still would be mystied). A couple of new members were
there, too, Jason Blackstone and his ancée, Nicole Escoba. A fun
time was had by all; the rain could not dampen our spirit.
A small contingent journeyed up to Bear Mountain State Park (in
New York) for some picnic fun with the U.S.S. Abraham Lincoln.
It was a very scenic setting by a lake that was near a historic
American Revolution site. I took a walk to the zoo with the XO
of the Britannic. The wild black vultures in the trees were kind of
eerie (there were dozens of them looking down), but I did have a
nice conversation with the hen turkey at the zoo.
We also took a trip to the NJ Renaissance Kingdom, as the
opening parlay into ren season. The Lakewood, NY, and PA faires
are some of the upcoming events.
The fourth of July found us in Ortley Beach at the U.S.S. Challenger picnic. There was plenty of good food and good company.
In the evening, we watched some movies, including this one that
had been out in May called “Star Trek”.
Shore Leave was eventful, as always. We even picked up a
couple of Region Awards (Support Ship and Printed Newsletter),
and the U.S.S. Odin picked up an award for 2008 Chapter-in-

Training of the Year. Our good friend Tony Lopes, the CO of
the U.S.S. Odin, was on hand to present Janek Kazimer with her
promotion to Captain. (See the separate article for more details.)
On Friday night I caused a stir in the game room as I left a couple
of slices of pizza for those in the room. I quickly got out of the
way as ve teenagers pounced on the two slices, ghting over
them. I made a hasty retreat.
I had an enjoyable Shore Leave, and then afterward, joined my
brothers at Wildwood Crest for a few days. They mostly visited
the beach and amusement parks, while I took in sights in Cape
May, including the zoo, a garden, some museums, and a historical
village. It was a nice couple of days before reality hit.
Aside from dealing with a credit card issue, I had an issue at
work. Payday was the Friday I took off for Shore Leave, so I
didn’t pick up my check until the Tuesday of the week I returned
to work. I opened it and my jaw dropped. It seems that my status
as a 10-month employee was not changed and they haven’t been
paying me for July - bummer. It will be xed soon and I’ll be able
to laugh about it - someday.
The rest of the year will be lled with fun and excitement.
We have a hike and another night at the ball park, conventions
(like Monster Mania, with guest John Astin, and Chiller Theatre),
meetings, and other fun stuff. I hope that more of you come out to
join us. Enjoy the rest of the summer.

Commodore Judy

SCIENTIFIC METHODS
Greetings, All!
Happy summer to all! It’s been a busy one, that’s for sure.
There’s been a lot going on, and a couple of folks commented on
how active Avenger is. There’s a lot to be proud of, but of course
the real reward is how much fun we’re having. Right? Right!
Looking back, since last issue of Avenger News, we’ve visited
the Intrepid Sea, Air, and Space Museum. We’ve been to three
picnic/BBQs, including our own, the Challenger’s, and the Abraham Lincoln’s. And, of course, there’s Shore Leave, where many
of us had a really awesome weekend.
So, after traveling as far north as Bear Mountain State Park
in New York, and as far south as Hunt Valley, Maryland, what’s
next? By the time you read this, we’ll have visited the Franklin
Institute and the Star Trek Exhibition, and couple of Avenger
folks will have traveled south to the International Conference,
too. And looking a bit further ahead, we have a hike planned in
the Sourlands Mountain Preserve in Hillsborough and, in early
October, there’s Watkins Glen Weekend, of course.
Beyond that, we’ll be looking at ideas for future Sciences
events, so any thoughts you might have, send ‘em over!

Meanwhile, as I write this, people around the world are noting
the 40th Anniversary of the Apollo 11 mission, which brought
human beings to the surface of the moon for the rst time. Neil
Armstrong’s famous quote, “that’s one small step for man, one
giant leap for mankind” still resonates, all these years later. It was
an exciting time, a time when Americans felt we could do almost
anything.
40 years later, though, we can look back in a sort of bittersweet
way. We reached the surface of the moon with manned vehicles six
times from 1969 through 1972, and never went back. Three more
Apollo missions were cut by the Nixon Administration, and since
then, humans have not ventured farther than Low Earth Orbit. Oh,
there are plans a-plenty, but so far, they’re just ideas until TPTB
are willing to back them with real funding support. People say, “If
we can send a man to the moon, why can’t we…” whatever. But
right now, we can’t send a man to the moon. Oh, we know how.
The technology is there. But it still requires the will to make it
happen. Personally, I look forward to the day when humans will
again return to the moon, build bases there, and then look onward
to the next steps, Mars, the asteroids, and the outer planets. And
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DIVISION REPORTS
when those people again walk the powdery surface of the moon, and nd the descent stages and rovers and experiment packages left
behind by the Apollo astronauts, they’ll think back to the journeys undertaken by those brave men, and will acknowledge what it was
like to be on the very edge of humanity’s reach, going where no human being had ever gone before. And, with luck, those astronauts
yet to come will ‘stand on the shoulders of giants”, and extend our reach still farther.
And on that note, I’ll wrap up this issue’s column. As always, if you’ve got ideas or thoughts for future SciDiv-sponsored trips or
events, do feel free to send them along! They can be elaborate or very simple ones. Either’s totally cool.
As usual, check out “Science Highlights” and let us know what you think. (And feel free to contribute your own suggestions for
the coolest science events in the last couple of months!) Don’t forget “Mission Docket” for some neat upcoming things to do. And if
you’ve got any comments, suggestions or ideas, don’t hesitate to drop me a line. Take care, and ‘til next time…
Ad Astra!

ADM Alex Rosenzweig
Chief Science Ofcer

MEDICAL DIVISION
July has been a month chock full of fun, adventure, and
experiences! It all started with the U.S.S. Challenger’s annual
picnic, which just happened to be on July 4th! The swimming
pool at the Bungalow in Ortley Beach was closed this year for
fear of an uprising by yet another Swamp Thing, but that did
not deter us from having a wonderful time! We sat and talked
and laughed and did what anyone at a picnic/BBQ does, eat!
Afterward, we were treated to an outdoor viewing of a certain
movie that came out in May. That made it the sixth time I’ve
seen it! Yay!
Immediately on the heels of the Challenger’s event was
Shore Leave 31 at the Hunt Valley Marriott in Maryland the
following weekend. This Shore Leave had to have been one of
the best I’ve attended. That’s not to say that the others have not
been fun, but this one was just special. I think most of it was
because of the company. Never have I been in one place with
so many near and dear friends from all over before. There was
also a lot of interaction with the guest stars, like Jason Momoa,
who played Ronon Dex on “Stargate Atlantis”, jamming with
us in the lounge area at two o’clock on Sunday morning. Todd,
our Executive Ofcer, had some fun moments with some of
the other guest stars, like Christopher Heyerdahl, who played
Todd the Wraith, also in “Stargate Atlantis”. We got to talk
extensively with Clifton Collins, Jr., Ayel, Nero’s second in
command in JJ Abrams’ “Star Trek”. He was a very pleasant
man to talk to and was truly interested to hear what we had to

say on the subject of not only Star Trek, but of fandom in general.
I found it amusing that he was recording our conversation on his
cell phone! I guess he wanted to get a fan’s perspective and watch it
again at another time. Whatever the case, it was fun knowing that a
celebrity was recording me for a change!
We got to see near and dear friends who we may see only once a
year, if that, like the Odin’s Tony Lopes, who traveled from Indiana to
be there, and Scott Akers, who came from the left coast to hang out
with us. It was great to be together with all of my friends and catch up
on what was going on in their lives.
The topper for the month was the Avenger’s away mission to the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia for “Star Trek: The Exhibition”.
Our away team consisted of me, Alex, Judy, and Cat, and we were
joined by my long-time friend and eternal Trek fan, Tess Farmer.
Together, we joined up with members of the U.S.S. Sovereign and
U.S.S. Matrix to volunteer in the exhibit and interact with museum
visitors. It was so much fun that I hope to be able to do it at least once
more before the exhibit closes down on September 20th.
That’s the short version of what’s been happening. Now I just have
to nd out what’s been going on with my medical staff, as I haven’t
talked to any of them in a while. I hope that they’ve been enjoying
their own versions of Shore Leave!
Until next time . . .

Commander Annie Slonski
Chief Medical Ofcer
U.S.S. Avenger

Avenger Roster Update
Additions--Welcome Aboard!
Welcome Back--Thanks for Renewing
1) Ensign Clyde Slason - Security
1) Emmett Plant (USS Blackheart assoc.)
2) Stephanie Fox (USS Blackheart assoc.)
NOTE: if you nd your name listed under deletions is
in error, please contact CO Judy Waidlich or XO Todd
Brugmans A.S.A.P., that we maytake the appropriate steps
to correct this listing.
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ENGINEERING DIVISION
Another Shore Leave has gone into the books. Fun, frolic,
and merriment were had by all, especially during dinner Friday
night at The Stil, and Saturday night at Liberatore’s. We did
and saw everything we came to do and see. This ofcer did
his usual thing with the Collective at their model-building
workshop, showing them an interesting twist on a Star Wars
X-Wing and a couple of other scratch-built pieces. Kudos
to fellow ‘Fleeter Mike Allen for leading us to some good
local Chinese food on the Sunday evening of that weekend,
and thanks to Emmett Plant for a round of drinks in the
hotel lounge that same day...during which time Robert Picardo
stopped at our table for a brief period to chat.
I also extend thanks to our down-the-shore chapter, the
Challenger, for hosting their annual picnic/cookout at “the
Bungalow”. Although trafc was a nightmare and parking was
at a premium, we all had fun trading war stories and chowing

down on tubular meat and other delicacies. Although I had to leave
in the middle of the evening to head north, I was treated to multiple
reworks displays coming up the Garden State Parkway.
Last but not least, the division wants to extend to our Commanding
Ofcer, Judy Waidlich, their congratulations on her recent promotion
by STARFLEET to the rank of Commodore. In light of her work in
keeping the club going and her service over the years, we feel this
promotion is more than deserved.
In the meantime, the division is looking forward to returning to
standard routine with the August shipwide, and further activities will
be researched. Otherwise, all is quiet for the time being.
Matthew J. Rielly
Chief Engineering Ofcer
U.S.S. Avenger

“FROM THE BELLY OF THE BEAST”
“To Come Again In Peace for All Mankind: the First Moon Landing Revisited”
By Matthew J. Rielly
With the rst half of 2009 already a memory, we can thankfully take time to pause and reect on what has happened,
how the economy is doing, what scandals have been making
headlines, the celebrities and other famous gures that have
passed away since the year began, and what has transpired
in our private lives. Being a child of the early 1960s, I was
fortunate to have grown up in an era where man eagerly
reached for the stars. Although I was way too young to pay
attention to current events in detail, my segment of childhood
during that decade saw the last ight of Project Mercury,
the Gemini missions, and the genesis of Project Apollo...the
program that would eventually fulll President Kennedy’s
challenge of landing humans on the Moon and returning them
safely to Earth.
It was an interesting, if not glamorous, decade in which
to have grown up. The Cuban Missile Crisis. Vietnam. The
Kennedy Assassinations. The Civil Rights Movement. The
Summer of Love. When mankind lived through the year
1968, we considered ourselves fortunate to have survived.
The Apollo 8 mission to orbit the Moon could not have been
a more appropriate way to end the year on a hopeful note.
However, the best was yet to come.
The year 1969 gave us the two big dress rehearsals for
the big dance, the one that America hoped to arrive at before
the Soviets did. Apollo 9 gave astronauts a chance to test the
Lunar Module in Earth orbit. Apollo 10 took those same tests
to the Moon, but without making a manned landing. Then
came July 1969.
I was just a tow-headed six-year-old at the time, growing
up in the sleepy township of Blooming Grove, New York. Our
family lived only about a 50-minute drive southeast of the
little Catskills town of Bethel, where Woodstock was unfolding and closing down the New York State Thruway. Instead
of playing hippie child, I wiled away the summer days at a

local day camp which kept me out of my parents’ hair for about seven
hours. Although I didn’t really follow current events, I caught enough
bits and pieces to notice a few things. Surprisingly, I was able to
familiarize myself with TV news anchors like Walter Cronkite, Chet
Huntley, David Brinkley, and the like. I was also drawn like a moth to
the ame whenever the TV would show a rocket going up, particularly
a big beauty like the Saturn V.
Although I think I missed seeing the actual launch, as well as the
moment Neil Armstrong set foot on the lunar surface, I vaguely recall
bits and pieces of the coverage. It was enough to set my imagination
soaring. Like many other red-blooded American boys growing up
during that era, I declared that I wanted to be an astronaut when I grew
up, though some dreams were easier said than done. However, I still
found it wicked-cool to see later moon missions where NASA gave an
electric-powered dune buggy with four-wheel steering a thorough test
drive. Watching the splashdowns whenever a moon mission returned
was always a rush. Just seeing a slightly-charred-but-otherwise shiny
Apollo command module drifting down under three billowy red-andwhite chutes was always a rush, as well as seeing the capsule hit
the water.
I would have to say that my nascent interest in anything spacerelated and science-ction was a by-product of the Apollo missions.
That might also explain my attraction to sci--themed cartoons like
Colonel Bleep, The Jetsons, Fireball XL-5, Dodo the Kid From Outer
Space, Space Angel, Marine Boy and the like. Oh, and let’s not forget
Star Trek, which had gone into syndication shortly after our giant
leap for mankind. Being a kid of the times, I was in hog heaven.
It was a time when although moon missions were becoming commonplace after Apollo 11, with the Apollo 13 disaster being the exception, imaginations were being stimulated...even through the Skylab
missions from 1973 through early 1974, and the Apollo-Soyuz Test
Project, which would be the swan song for Project Apollo in 1975,
just six years before NASA’s Space Shuttle program took the spotlight
with the shuttle Columbia as its debutante.
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Fast-forward 40 years from that small step for man to now. Technology continues to advance by leaps and bounds, and it seems
that younger generations are far more savvy than our parents and grandparents were in the early latter half of the 20th century.
Computers are not only in almost every home, they are more portable than before...and in some cases, smaller. Now it seems you
are practically nobody if you don’t have the latest iPhone or Blackberry or any other portable 3G device. Whatever happened to
plain cell phones? Instead of calling, we’re busy texting with our full QWERTY keyboards and both thumbs, blogging, tweeting,
spacing out, and whatnot.
My fear these days is that without something major going on at the moment in space exploration, like more moon missions or
even a manned mission to Mars, there is nothing to capture the public’s imagination like when the Lunar Module Eagle touched down
on Earth’s neighbor on that hot summer’s day in July 1969. There are people born after that period who do not even remember that
milestone in history, or who Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin are. If it weren’t for newspaper and video retrospectives, many people
these days would not even know about that moment in history. However, with plans to test a new Apollo-like spacecraft and systems
for an eventual return to the Moon, there appears to be hope. Let’s just hope we have better luck getting that off the ground than we
have had with some recent shuttle ights. We may have to consider getting NASA a shipment of Viagra (insert snide remark here), and
that’s all I will say at enough risk already of getting in trouble.
Considering any other argument for going back to the Moon and ying to Mars and eventually the outer planets, the main one
would be for man to learn more and recapture that pioneer spirit which led to the growth and development of the West. While we have
successfully deployed unmanned spacecraft to Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the Asteroid Belt, and points beyond, we should not settle for
being mesmerized by high-denition images snapped by robotic cameras. If we do not go there, what would be the point? How would
we know what untapped resources lie out there, especially with energy resources facing eventual depletion on our own planet.
Perhaps I should not be so cynical. Even in the darkest of times, there is always that glimmer of hope. I found such a glimmer while
attending this year’s annual Shore Leave convention in Hunt Valley, Maryland. I was meandering the halls when I heard a boy, maybe
eight years old, say “I wish I could be a Star Trek fan.” That immediately gave me a warm feeling all over, and I promptly told him that
anyone can be a Star Trek fan. I thought just the fact that he was there had hopefully set him on the path. I pray that the imagination of
that precious little boy and those of countless children like him are nurtured to encourage our society to literally reach for the stars. If
he plays his cards right, he might take part in the rst manned landing on Saturn’s moon Titan.
Seeing archival footage and photos from those four decades ago has reminded me what kind of cool stuff we were really capable of,
once we set our minds to it. Taking a presidential cue from the decade that spawned it, I challenge those who have the power to make
Moon Fever happen all over again. We should do it in the name of science, commerce, and of course all mankind.

G-FORCE (In 3-D)

If James Bond were to keep any pets, these would likely be them!
By Annie Slonski
dollar operation of sinister industriAs an owner and lover of guinea pigs, “G-Force” was
alist Leonard Saber (Bill Nighy).
a movie that I would naturally want to see. When I rst
With the pressure of this mission,
heard about the concept, I was curious, and when I saw
the G-Force team is also trying to
the rst trailer, I was excited. A movie about guinea pigs?
ght the shutdown of their operaYes!
tion by Special Agent Kip Killian
For me, as a guinea pig lover, the movie did not
(Will Arnett), an agent with a comdisappoint. It was very cute and had an innovative story
plex.
behind it. In a nutshell, three guinea pigs are part of
an elite team connected to the FBI who dub themselves
During the course of their adventures, the G-Force team
“G-Force”. Their team is rounded out by a y and a
nd themselves in a small mom-and-pop pet shop as ordinary
mole. Agent Darwin (voiced by Sam Rockwell) is the
guinea pigs up for sale. There they meet Hurley (Jon Favreau),
team leader, Agent Blaster (voiced by Tracy Morgan)
an overweight, food-driven guinea pig who longs for either a
is the weapons and transportation specialist, and Agent
family or an adventure. He winds up getting both. They also
Juarez (voiced by Penelope Cruz) is the martial arts
meet a hamster, Bucky (Steve Buscemi), who steals the movie
expert. Rounding out the team is the mole, Speckles
with his over-the-top character. Through adoption and escape,
(voiced by Nicholas Cage), who is the team’s cyber intelthe G-Force team reunite to nish their mission.
ligence specialist and the y, named Mooch, who is the
The animation is superb and the 3-D only enhances it. The
surveillance specialist.
story moves quickly and the action is non-stop. Is it believable?
Along with their human partner, Ben (Zach GalianaHeck, no! It’s just a movie, and a very entertaining one at that.
kis), together, they try and inltrate the multi-billion
8
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Science Highlights
Compiled By Alex Rosenzweig
Welcome to “Science Highlights”! In this column, members of the Sciences Division (and sometimes others, too!) speak out about something
science related that they thought was of particular interest since the last issue of Avenger News. So, without further ado, let me turn the spotlight
on… Science!

Dateline Mars
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Spirit and Opportunity continue their mission. It’s not always been
smooth sailing, but these hardy rovers are still doing their thing.
From The Planetary Society:

“As of the end of June 2009, Spirit is still parked on the west side of Home Plate,
the circular, old volcanic formation it’s been studying for more than two Earth years,
approximately 3.2 kilometers southeast of where it landed in Gusev Crater on January
3, 2004. The rover’s rocker bogie hasn’t moved one centimeter since the rst week
of May, when the team realized it was mired in sand to its left side hubcaps. It had
been on its way south to its next destinations -- a large pit dubbed Goddard and a
funky mound called von Braun - when it roved into the troublesome area, nicknamed
Troy, and crunched through a crusty top layer with its left wheels and slid into a
lush sandpit.
“Turns out, the sandy stuff-dubbed Ulysses-coming from three or more layers, distinct in their pastel hues, hiding beneath the darker blanket
of red soil-just may be something special. ‘It’s the most exciting deposit exposed in the whole mission,’ proclaimed Ray Arvidson, of Washington
University St. Louis, deputy principal investigator for science payloads on the MERs, who generally oversees the daily science activities on Spirit.
“With an abundance of newfound energy and no way to go in June, Spirit spent the month fully engaged, true to its MER nature, studying the
incorrigible sands of Ulysses, checking out each layer, each different color exposed. ‘The more we measure, the better it looks,’ Arvidson noted. ‘We
have three different kinds of enriched sulfate deposits exposed in the disturbed material in front of the left front wheel. There are white, yellow, and
tan particles, in addition to the normal kind of red basaltic sand.’
“On the other side of the planet, Opportunity has been making steady, if somewhat slower, progress toward the giant 22-kilometer diameter
Endeavour Crater in Merdiani Planum. Its right front wheel has continued to draw higher currents than the rest of the wheels on every drive in June;
consequently, the team ordered the rover to take longer rest stops, something that effectively sidelined it for half the month.
“ ‘We have been concerned about the elevated currents,’ said Jake Matijevic, chief rover engineer. Since Opportunity has been consistently
experiencing these elevated currents in its right front steering wheel actuator for the last several months, it has been incorporating backward drives
and taking rest stops, techniques that allow the lubricant in the gearbox to redistribute. But those mitigation techniques are no longer working as
completely as they have in the past. ‘While they seem to have some effect, it’s not a long-lasting effect and they have not been a cure,’ he said.”
Want to know more? Browse to: http://planetary.org/news/2009/0630_Mars_Exploration_Rovers_Update_Spirit.html

What’s With the Gamma Rays? Positrons Explain All, Scientists Say
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
A new theory suggests that the reason for certain distributions of gamma rays in the Milky
Way is positrons, not “dark matter”.
From Science Daily:
“A team of astrophysicists has solved a mystery that led some scientists to speculate that the distribution
of certain gamma rays in our Milky Way galaxy was evidence of a form of undetectable “dark matter”
believed to make up much of the mass of the universe.
In two separate scientic papers, the most recent of which appears in the 10 July issue of the journal
Physical Review Letters, the astrophysicists show that this distribution of gamma rays can be explained by
the way antimatter positrons from the radioactive decay of elements, created by massive star explosions
in the galaxy, propagate through the galaxy. Thus, the scientists said, the observed distribution of gamma
rays is not evidence for dark matter.
“ ‘There is no great mystery,’ said Richard Lingenfelter, a research scientist at UC San Diego’s Center
for Astrophysics and Space Sciences who conducted the studies with Richard Rothschild, a research
scientist also at UCSD, and James Higdon, a physics professor at the Claremont Colleges. ‘The observed
distribution of gamma rays is in fact quite consistent with the standard picture.”
“Over the past ve years, gamma ray measurements from the European satellite INTEGRAL have
perplexed astronomers, leading some to argue that a ‘great mystery’ existed because the distribution of
these gamma rays across different parts of the Milky Way galaxy was not as expected.”
Want to know more? Hop on over to: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/07/090708201840.htm
(Continued on page 10)
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An Element, By Any Other Name…
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Recently-discovered element 112 is proposed to be named Copernicium.
From Science Daily:

“In honor of scientist and astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543), the discovering team around Professor Sigurd Hofmann suggested the
name “copernicium” with the element symbol “Cp” for the new element 112, discovered at the GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung
(Center for Heavy Ion Research) in Darmstadt. It was Copernicus who discovered that the Earth orbits the Sun, thus paving the way for our modern
view of the world. Thirteen years ago, element 112 was discovered by an international team of scientists at the GSI accelerator facility.”
Want to know more? Have a look at: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/07/090714124848.htm

Old Stars Don’t Just Die, They Go Boom…If They’re Big Enough
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
New studies by astronomers have found truly ancient supernovae.
From BBC News:

“Astronomers have revealed faint images of the two oldest and most distant supernovae to be discovered to date.
“When a massive star effectively runs out of nuclear fuel, it explodes in a supernova - hurling much of its material into space.
“The scientists described in the journal Nature how they gathered images of the exploding stars by monitoring the same galaxies over ve years.
“They used multiple images to pick out supernovae in the distant universe.
“The furthest two supernovae the team found occurred about 11 billion years ago.”
To learn more, check out: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/science/nature/8141395.stm

Three New Species of Dinosaurs Found in Australia
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Three new dinosaur species fossils have been found in Western
Queensland, in Australia.
From Science Daily:

“Scientists have discovered three new species of Australian dinosaur
discovered in a prehistoric billabong in Western Queensland.
“Reporting on 3 July in the open-access, peer-reviewed journal, PLoS
ONE, Scott Hocknull and colleagues at the Queensland Museum and the
Australian Age of Dinosaurs Museum of Natural History describe the fossils
of three new mid-Cretaceous dinosaurs from the Winton Formation in eastern
Australia: two giant, herbivorous sauropods and one carnivorous theropod, all
of which were to be unveiled in Queensland on 3 July. The three fossils add to
our knowledge of the Australian dinosaurian record, which is crucial for the
understanding of the global paleobiogeography of dinosaurian groups.”
To nd out more, check out: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/07/
090703070846.htm

Talk About Golden Oldies!
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
The discovery of an ancient ute conrms that music was already a part of the
human experience when we rst colonized Europe.
From Science Daily:

“Researchers in Germany have unearthed new evidence for Paleolithic music in the form
of the remains of one nearly complete bone ute and isolated small fragments of three ivory
utes. The discovery suggests the musical tradition was well established when modern humans
colonized Europe over 35,000 calendar years ago.
“Excavations in the summer of 2008 at the sites of Hohle Fels and Vogelherd produced the
new evidence. The most signicant of these nds, a nearly complete bone ute, was recovered
in the basal Aurignacian deposits at Hohle Fels Cave in the Ach Valley, 20 km west of Ulm.
The ute was found in 12 pieces. The fragments were distributed over a vertical distance of 3
cm over a horizontal area of about 10 x 20 cm. This ute is by far the most complete of all of
the musical instruments thus far recovered from the caves of Swabia.
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“ ‘These nds demonstrate the presence of a well-established musical tradition at the time when modern humans colonized Europe, more than
35,000 calendar years ago,’ the authors write in the journal Nature. ‘Other than the caves of the Swabian Jura, the earliest secure archaeological
evidence for music comes from sites in France and Austria and post-date 30,000 years ago.’ “
For more on this story, check out: http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/06/090624213346.htm

Down by the Shore...
Contributed by Alex Rosenzweig
Sheltered in a valley, clear evidence of an ancient shoreline has been found on Mars.
From the National Geographic News:

“The rst-ever shoreline discovered on Mars would be a prime place to try and dig up proof of past
microbial life on the red planet, researchers have announced.
“The newfound shore lies along what was once a body of water about the size of North America’s
Lake Champlain, said the University of Colorado at Boulder team that spotted the feature.
“Although most ancient deltas on Mars have been badly eroded by winds, the new lakeshores have
been sheltered within a valley just north of the equator called Shalbatana Vallis.
“Planetary geologist and lead author Gaetano Di Achille said he and his colleagues rst spotted
hints of the ancient lake in 2007 in sediment data from the European Space Agency’s Infrared Imaging
Surveyor.
“Now the scientists say they have ‘unambiguous evidence’ of the well-maintained shoreline, thanks to
high-resolution pictures of the region from NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.”
Want to know more? Discover it here: http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/06/090618-mars-lake-proof-picture.html

DOMED CITIES AND REPTILE EGGS

By Dale Kagan
When does a rock concert in geology have nothing to do with rock and roll? When it predicts major events.
That is what happened when research boats sailed across the Atlantic Ocean taking core samples. They not only brought up rocks;
they brought up fossils. These core samples were cut twenty feet into the ocean bottom. Twenty feet of sediment were brought up
representing tens of thousands of years of rock. A timeline was pieced together in geological time.
The Atlantic Ocean sea oor is pierced down the middle by vents going to the molten lava in the middle of the Earth. Over time,
the lava ows to the surface in a rift. It ows out of the rift and spreads over the ocean oor in two directions, east and west. Over
thousands of years, this lava ow gradually pushed the continents apart.
As the molten rock hits the surface, it hardens. The rocks align themselves with the Earth’s magnetic eld. Fossils that are on
the ocean oor at that time coil in a clockwise direction, in alignment with the earth’s magnetic eld. (If the eld were reversed,
the fossils would coil counter-clockwise).
The geologists and scientists dug up a core sample by the ocean rift. This is the youngest rock. The rock was ailgned with the current
magnetic eld of the earth. However, as scientists took core samples farther and farther out from the rift, the rocks got older. By
taking samples across the whole ocean, they found bands of rock alternately aligned in south-north directions, followed by bands
aligned to north-south. The fossils in the south-north bands were coiled counter-clockwise. Each band suggested that the alignment
of the Earth’s magnetic eld was constant for 20,000 years, and then it reversed direction. Essentially, the north pole became the
South pole. By measuring the width of these bands, scientists came up with an unsettling conclusion. We are due for a magnetic pole
reversal any time during the next 200 years.
In the rst draft of Spies By Night, my SF/suspense novel, residents of the Alioth star colony are in the middle of a magnetic
pole reversal. Their compasses don’t work. The radiation that normally fell to the poles as the Aurora Borealis now falls all over the
planet. In response, they built a dome over the city.
In the last stage, they kept reptile eggs handy. If radiation levels got too high, the eggs would get brittle and not hatch.
The same would be true of the Earth. Radiation would fall all over the planet. Now this happened 20,000 years ago at the
end of the Ice Age and humans survived, basically because the radiation was not high enough to cause dangerous mutations and
the only vulnerable stage -- the embryo of a human -- is safe in a wall of water in the woman’s womb, a safe protection against
such radiation.
However, in the 21st century, we have another vulnerable spot -- our technology. Transistors sent into space in satellites are
specially shielded against the direct radiation. No such shield exists on the Earth. When the North pole shifts to the South pole,
there is a period of up to about 50 years where there is no eld protecting the earth. Radiation that normally is deected to the
poles by the magnetic eld (Aurora Borealis or Australis) would now fall all over the Earth. It might be enough to statically zap
out and destroy most computer chips.
Is our magnetic eld already dropping? Some have reported a lowing of the intensity of the eld.
11
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Where were you when...

Compiled By Alex Rosenzweig

Avenger 24th Anniversary Picnic
1) The rainstorms didn’t stop anyone from having a great time? (AR)
2) Todd and Emmett commandeered an ice cream truck? (AR)
3) The cake featured a starship soaring above the frosting? (AR)
4) After the picnic, we went to Mike R.’s place and watched “300”? (AR)
July 4th Barbecue at Bob’s Bungalow
5) Alex took his brand-new vehicle on its rst STARFLEET road trip? (AR)
6) Emmett sat down with the shell to an old Commodore 64 keyboard and his laptop? (TB)
7) We got a lesson in the Big Bang Theory, then saw Keenser on the side of Bob’s Bungalow as reworks sounded in the distance?
(TB)
8) A mock-1950s cliffhanger serial entertained into the wee hours? (TB)
Shore Leave 31
9) Todd gave everyone the vapors at dinner on Friday Night at Shore Leave? (TB)
10) Visiting Odin CO Tony Lopes awoke to discover he was sleeping in Spongebob Squarepants’s house, complete with sherman’s
wharf scent? (TB)
11) The U.S.S. Avenger took Awards for Mothership of the Year, and Newsletter of the Year? (TB)
12) Darth Vader attacked Todd for cracking wise? (TB)
13) Jason Momoa (Stargate Atlantis) sat down and joined an impromptu sing-a-long in the hotel lounge, then picked up a guitar
and played? (TB)
14) Todd and Annie shared their favorite area Italian restaurant with friends both new and old to the now infamous Timonium,
MD location? (TB)
15) Pirates took over the Region 7 recruiting table and attempted to pillage new members? (LRSM)
16) Glowsticks were all the rave at Ten Forward? (LRSM)
17) Even Pirates had a soft side and could redecorate a oral vase when infatuated by the looks of Miracle Laurie? (LRSM)
18) The launch of the space shuttle Endeavour was scrubbed for the fth time (Aww shucks... Woulda been my rst launch as seen
from Shore Leave!)? (LRSM)
19) Is there a doctor in the house??? (When Mystery Trekkie Theatre’s pre-show skit included a William Shatner lookalike faking a
heart attack, Robert Picardo was summoned to the stage to say his most famous line.) (LRSM)
20) (Walk Like An Egyptian...) We discovered the Hunt Valley Pyramid!? (LRSM)
21) It took a Miracle to close the stargate? (JH)
22) Bob Picardo needed a chocolate x RIGHT NOW? (JH)
23) Bob Vosseller asked for a “private collection” of Region 7 photos? (JH)
24) The stargate was “CLOSED”? (TL)
25) Great Minds Think Alike? (TL)
26) Tony was “just drinking my beer!”? ;) (TL)
27) Both Alex and Matt caught a glimpse of Stargate Atlantis’ Rachel Lutrell the day after Shore Leave 31 ended...AND DIDN’T
EVEN RECOGNIZE HER UNTIL A SPLIT-SECOND LATER!!!?? (MR)
Franklin Institute Trip and Star Trek: the Exhibition Volunteering
28) ADM Alex was privileged to present a promotion certicate to FCAPT Judy, elevating her to the rank of Commodore? (AR)
29) ‘FLEETers provided an active background for many patrons’ pics on the Enterprise-D bridge mockup? (AR)
30) “Don’t you want to sit in the captain’s chair??” reverberated through the Exhibition? (AR)
31) As the day wore on, we got punchier and sillier, but never stopped having a good time? (AR)
ADM Alex Rosenzweig, this column’s compiler, would like to thank everyone who sent in contributions to this column. Of course, more are always
needed. If you want to share something that happened at an Avenger, STARFLEET, or Star Trek event, please send your contributions to Alex at:
980 Linwood Place North Brunswick, NJ 08902-2267
email: alexr@tellurian.com
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“Admiral! There Be Whales HERE!”

use our legs, to move from place to place. Winter made
a full recovery, but her caretakers were worried that she
“A Dolphin’s Tail”
would severely damage her spine by overcompensating
Medical science has been progressing by leaps and bounds.
to try and move herself around her enclosure. She had
Now, thanks to a few innovative people, bottle-nosed dolphins adapted to being tail-less and had developed a unique
who have had unfortunate accidents or illnesses and lost their way of swimming. It was a cross between what resemtails are now able to make those leaps and bounds they are
bled an alligator’s undulating swimming style and the
famous for themselves!
side-to-side tail sweep of a shark. She used her pectoral
Not too long ago, I came across a story about Winter,
ns to get herself going and to stop.
now three years old, who, as a two-month old bottle-nosed
The aquarium formed a team who explored many
dolphin, had caught her tail in a crab trap in a lagoon near Cape avenues of trying to help solve Winter’s unique problem.
Canaveral, Florida. She was found oating around in distress
They consulted with a tire company, a major diving gear
by a sherman, her tail hopelessly entangled in the trap’s rope, manufacturer and even the US Navy, as they’d had expewhich cut off the blood supply, leading to necropsy and the
rience with attaching things onto dolphins for military
amputation of her tail. Once the call was made about her, a
research. No dolphin had ever survived in captivity withteam of 150 volunteers and veterinarians worked round the
out a tail. Enter Kevin Carroll, one of the world’s leading
prosthetists, who ts not only prosthetics for humans,
but also designs prosthetics for dogs and has designed a
prosthetic for an ostrich and even a duck! He traveled
down to the Clearwater Aquarium to assess the situation.
Kevin thought that Winter wouldn’t be too much of a
problem. Little did he realize that it would take a year
and a half for him to reach the nished product. He
had to approach this prosthetic in a much different way.
Dolphins use their tails for everything from swimming,
to leaping out of the water, to slapping their tails on the
surface for communication and even to stun their prey or
(continued on page 18)
By Annie Slonski

clock for four months to try and save Winter. The incident left
the young dolphin totally without a tail and a peduncle, which
is the wrist-like joint where the base of the spine and the tail
ukes meet.
Rescuers from the Clearwater Marine Aquarium in Florida
brought her to their facility, where they saved her life. But, there
was a very big problem. Dolphins use their tails much like we

Look at this spiffy poster and go buy one! Done
by artist Chris Allan, this detailed poster matches
up with the ofcial Avenger Blueprints and gives a
detailed look inside our vessel. Take a look! It’s at our
CaféPress store: http://www.cafepress.com/ussavenger
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AVENGER FICTION
“Space, The Final Frontier... These are the continuing voyages of the starship Avenger. Her ongoing
mission: to explore strange, new worlds; to seek out new life and new civilizations; to boldly go where no
one has gone before.”

Many members’ questions have dealt with the ctional Avenger. Since we call for members to make up personnel les for their
characters, members want to know just how our ctional universe works. What does the ctional Avenger do? How does it t into
the Star Trek Universe as portrayed on TV and in the lms, books, comics, etc.? To answer these questions, and to (hopefully) keep
you folks entertained, this series of articles was born.
For this issue, we continue the story of the survey of UFC-18249-IV, for the rst part of the seventh chapter in our ongoing tale of
the Avenger’s mission to that planet. In this issue, we reach the Foroon homeworld, and discover the rst hints of the truth behind
the horror. (For those coming in in mid-stream, the previous chapters are “The Survey Begins”, “The Circle”, “Descent into Wonder”,
“City Beneath the Rocks”, “Discoveries and Decisions”, and “Homecoming”, most of which are available either on the Avenger
website at http://www.ussavenger.org or by request from ADM Alex).

REVELATIONS, PART I
Amid the silence punctuated only by Vasmitt’s sobs, the Avenger landing party continued to study the environment in which
they found themselves.
Setak spoke softly to T’HoD. “Readings are consistent with what we detected from the ship. The destruction we are seeing here took
place at least several centuries in the past, and the planet is just beginning to recover.”
“As if we needed another lesson on what a conict like this can do to a planet.”
“Captain, there is something else,” Setak said. At T’HoD’s look, he went on. “I’ve been analyzing the residual radiation, and
the readings look familiar. I have transmitted a copy of the data to the ship, and am awaiting a conrmation based on a search
of our tactical database.”
“Setak...” T’HoD said. “Familiar how?”
The Science Ofcer paused, then went on. “Unless I am rather seriously mistaken, the readings show considerable similarity to
Tholian weapons signatures.”
“Tholian!?” exclaimed T’HoD.
The Vulcan nodded. “If my analysis is correct, the mystery of the Foroon’s ancient antagonists may be resolved.” At that moment,
Setak’s communicator badge beeped softly. “Excuse me,” he said, and tapped the device. “Setak here.”
“Commander, this is Ciufo. We’ve reviewed the data you sent up, and we concur with your conclusions.”
“Thank you, Mr. Ciufo. Please advise Captain Maldonado.”
“Aye, sir, will do. Avenger out.”
“My readings had indicated as much as a 60-70% match to Tholian weapons, with some of the variance likely being due to radiation
degradation over time, as well as differences in weapons technology.”
“Like phaser banks versus phase cannons.”
“Precisely.”
“So it looks like we have what the Terrans like to refer to as a smoking gun.”
“A colorful image, but essentially correct. And the evidence is bolstered by the fact that we are relatively close here to Tholian
space.”
“We have to tell the Foroon,” T’HoD said. “At least they can begin to understand what’s happened.”
“Agreed,” Setak replied. The two men turned and walked back to the rest of the landing party.
When the group had gathered together again, Setak explained what he had learned. Bretvil and Vasmitt were startled, but as Setak
and T’HoD, aided by the rest of the landing party, explained more, they began to understand.
“That would explain the references to our enemies as looking very different,” Vasmitt said, after Setak showed her and Bretvil an
image of a Tholian on his tricorder’s viewer.
“But...wait,” said Bretvil. “Your people knew these creatures?”
“We know them now,” said Waidlich, “though we can’t really call our relationship cordial. We hadn’t yet met them at the time
this happened to your ancestors’ planet.”
“The Tholians are a xenophobic and often hostile race,” explained Setak. “They are highly territorial, and the most common reason
for conicts with them involve claims on areas of space.”
“Do you think that what happened here was about a dispute over...space?” Vasmitt asked.
“I don’t know,” said Waidlich. “It wouldn’t be a big surprise, though.”
“If we could nd a records facility or archive, we might be able to nd out,” T’HoD suggested.
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“Good thought,” Waidlich replied. “But where should we look?”
“We would need to seek a secure facility,” said Setak, “or else the records would not survive. Perhaps a military or scientic
center.”
Waidlich concurred, and signaled the Avenger. “We need to locate a place where we might be able to nd records,” she explained
when the ship responded. “We’re thinking that a military or scientic facility might be the best location.”
“Got it,” Captain Maldonado replied. “We’ll see what we can nd for you.”
“Thank you, Captain. Landing party out.”
A short time later, Maldonado signaled Waidlich again. “We think we have something,” he told her. “There’s a large complex a
few thousand kilometers from your current position that the sensor suggest was either a spacecraft launch center or a military base.
It looks pretty well-shielded...or, at least, like it would have been well-shielded at one time. We think there may be underground
levels there, as well.”
“Sounds like there’s some potential there,” commented T’HoD.
“I agree,” Maldonado replied. “I’ll send you the coordinates. Go check it out.” A moment later, Ensign Dekker poked her head out
from the shuttlecraft Kismet to report that the shuttle’s systems had received the data.
“Thanks, Ensign,” Waidlich acknowledged. She looked at the others. “Is there any need to stick around here any longer?”
“I want to get out of here right now,” said Vasmitt fervently.
“l fear that I must warn you,” Setak said softly, “what we are likely to nd at our next destination will probably be much
the same.”
“They didn’t spare anything?” asked Bretvil bitterly.
“I’m sorry,” Waidlich said, “but from what we can see, they didn’t.”
“This is the universe you have brought us into?!” exclaimed Bretvil. “We were better off isolated and alone!”
“I know it must feel like that right now,” said T’HoD, “but one thing we’ve learned is that there is great good along with the
bad we sometimes nd.”
“That’s easy for you to say,” snapped Vasmitt. “Your ancestors’ home wasn’t destroyed.”
“Mine was,” said Ensign Kimko. The others all looked at him. “It was during the Four Years’ War with the Klingons about 50
years ago. My mom and her family lived in an O’Neill-type habitat in a system a few tens of light-years from the Klingon border.
It was during the Klingons’ deepest penetration into Federation space, and they came into the system and attacked. Out of 4,000
inhabitants, 2,000 were killed outright. My mom and my grandma got away, but my grandpa didn’t.” He stopped and looked at the
Foroon. “So, yes, I do know a little about it’s like. And do you know why I joined Star Fleet? To maybe do what little I can to help
prevent that kind of thing from ever happening again.”
For a moment, no one said anything. Then Dekker touched Kimko’s hand very gently. “Borysko, I am so sorry...”
“I never knew my grandfather, but, then, our Foroon friends didn’t know their ancestors, either. Doesn’t make it any easier,
though.”
“I am sorry, too,” said Vasmitt. “I jumped to a conclusion, and I shouldn’t.”
“Perhaps we should get underway here,” T’HoD said, trying to break the mood.
“Yes, we should,” Waidlich agreed. “Now, if you’ll all strap yourselves in, please?”
It took only a short time for the shuttlecraft to reach the facility. As the Kismet settled back to the ground and its engines powered
down, it quickly became clear that Setak’s warning had been an apt one. Situated on a coastline, the complex was not far from
the remnants of a city, but far enough outside it that any problems with spacecraft launched would not endanger any population
centers. Ironically, both the complex and the city showed more than just the effects of the attack. The shuttle’s sensors indicated
considerable damage from what appeared to be seismic effects. A check-in with the Avenger yielded conrmation; Lt. Commander
Graevyn veried that there was a faultline running through the area, and it seemed that the attacks had resulted in a quake, on top
of the damage from enemy re.
Here, too, the weapons signatures bore that distinctly Tholian characteristic.
“It’s conrmed, then. A planet-wide assault,” said Waidlich.
“Looks like it,” T’HoD agreed. “Even a few centuries ago, they were thorough.”
“Can we go into this complex safely?” asked Waidlich.
“It is difcult to be certain,” Setak responded. “It may be that, after this much time, the structure will have settled. However, it is also
possible that the building’s condition may be sufciently unstable that entry will be questionable.”
“Look,” said the exec, “do we have any chance of nding the records if we don’t go in there?”
“It would be unlikely,” Setak answered.
“Then I think we’d have to risk it,” Waidlich said.
“I would be willing to go in there, if it would let us discover what happened to our people,” Vasmitt said.
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“I, as well,” added Bretvil. “It’s a risk, but one worth taking.”
“All right, then let’s go,” Waidlich ordered.
The landing party gathered their equipment and left the shuttlecraft, picking their way across the eld which Setak speculated
might once have been a lawn. Entering the structure, they picked their way through what seemed like a lobby. A thick layer of
dust covered the oors, furniture, and decorations all around the large open area. Setak turned in a slow circle, sweeping the room
with his tricorder.
“I believe that there are several elevator shafts beyond that archway,” he said, pointing, “but they are likely to be inoperative.”
“Would we trust them, even if they weren’t?” asked Waidlich.
“What about stairs?” asked T’HoD.
“I read a stairwell next to the elevators,” the science ofcer conrmed. The landing party headed toward the stairs. Reaching the
doors, they opened them and peered into the fairly conventional-looking stairwell.
“Up or down?” asked Vasmitt.
“Anything up above is probably destroyed, or at least unreadable. If there’ll be anything preserved, it’ll be underground,” T’HoD
commented.
“Agreed,” said Setak, nodding. “Also, an underground facility is more likely to possess the environmental controls necessary to
preserve old records.”
“Then down we go,” said Dekker. She stepped forward and gingerly tested the stairs. When they seemed to have no trouble holding
her weight, she proceeded downward.
“I wish we could read the signs,” said Kimko, gesturing at the labels on the walls which they passed as they descended.
“Maybe we can,” said Bretvil. The others looked at him, and he went on. “We’ll need to clean them off somewhat to be sure, but the
codices showed us that our language has not changed that much since the time of our ancestors.”
“That’d make nding a records archive a lot easier,” Captain T’HoD commented.
“Indeed it would,” Setak agreed.
Carefully, the group descended, stopping to clear the grime off the signs next to the doors on each oor. Once the text could
be seen, either Bretvil or Vasmitt would study the sign and read what was on that oor. Eventually, they found a oor that had
“Records” on its sign.
Exploring further on that level soon brought them to a sealed area tagged as a records archive. It took a bit of extra work, but the seals
had not held up to time, and they were easily able to gain entry.
Exploring the archive, the landing party discovered both visual and audio records. It was Waidlich who found the les that contained
the signals from “the enemy”. Setak and T’HoD, were able to interface a tricorder with the Foroon records system, and it was quickly
decided that the best course of action would be to download the relevant information and bring it back to the relative safety of the
shuttlecraft for more detailed study. Bretvil almost objected, but thought better of it after a moment.
The information was transferred into both Setak’s and Waidlich’s tricorders, with one backing up the other, to guard against data loss.
Then, carefully, the landing party returned to the surface.
Making their way to the shuttlecraft, they stopped once more to look around, taking in the fractured structures of the nearby complex,
and the shattered city in the distance. “What a waste,” muttered T’HoD.
“But why?” cried Vasmitt. “Why did this happen? What could our ancestors have done to these...Tholians to make them do this?!”
Waidlich held up the tricorder. “That, hopefully, is what the information in here will tell us.”
“Who knows with Tholians?” said Kimko.
“There’s still a great deal that we don’t understand about them,” T’HoD added.
Re-entering the Kismet, the group rst turned toward the data readers in the main cabin, but T’HoD raised a hand. “Is there any
need for us to remain here on the surface?”
“I would imagine not,” Setak opined.
“I agree,” Waidlich said. She glanced for a moment at their Foroon companions. Both nodded their concurrence.
“It’s too sad,” Vasmitt said. “All of this... Everything’s destroyed. I don’t want to stay here anymore.” And she looked like she
might cry again.
“I don’t, either,” Bretvil added. “I think we’ve seen quite enough, especially if we don’t have to be on the surface to look at
those old records.”
“Then let’s get out of here,” said the exec.
“If you’ll all take your seats, then?” It was T’HoD, who’d deftly slid into the pilot’s seat and was powering up the shuttlecraft.
Waidlich joined him at the forward console, and the others moved aft to the main cabin. When they all conrmed that they were
strapped in, T’HoD tapped in a series of commands, and the Kismet gently lifted into the air and headed spaceward.
------TO BE CONTINUED------
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In future articles, we’ll continue to talk about what’s aboard the ship, how various systems work, crew specics, etc. (Members are urged to suggest
topics. If there’s something you want to know about the ship, chances are that someone else wants to know, too. So send in your questions, and
we’ll try to get answers for you in upcoming columns.)
This column also supports short stories! Stories should be no more than 4 pages in 10-point type, and can be about anything in the Avenger
Universe. (Serializations are also accepted, but the story must be submitted complete, and arrangements with the column editor and Avenger News
editor for serialization will be made ahead of time.) We hope everyone will take the opportunity to contribute to the tales of the Avenger. To
help you out, we’re also running story ideas each issue. These aren’t eshed out, but are jumping-off points from which stories may evolve. If
you do see an idea listed here that you’d like to build a story from, let me know, so that we don’t get multiple members working on the same
idea. And here we have the next suggestions...
1] A Romulan Ofcer testing a new Warbird with an advanced cloaking device that will allow the ship to run at high-warp while cloaked takes
the ship into the Neutral Zone. His course would have him exiting the Neural Zone only days from Earth at maximum speed. The Romulans contact
the Federation, saying they fear he may be trying to provoke a war, but a Star Fleet Intelligence analyst thinks he might be trying to defect. The
Avenger is sent to intercept…
2] The Avenger is sent to a colony with which contact has been lost. At rst it appears that the colonists were killed by an undetected hostile
life-form, but it becomes apparent that this life-form may be sentient.
Finally, as a part of this series, we include character-les of members of the crew. So, if you’ve made up a character-le, great! If not, why not
try making one? We’ll try to publish one or two each issue, as space and contributions permit. We’re always looking for members to create les
for their own characters. If you’re interested in creating a le for your ctional character, or updating an existing le, contact ADM Rosenzweig
for help/information.

TREKKIN’ THE WEB

From Alex Rosenzweig:
Botany Bay CGI Gallery
In this era of “reimaginings”, a digital artist named Winchell Chung adapted blueprints by Paul Davies of a reimagined Botany Bay (from TOS,
“Space Seed”), done true to the overall concept of the original, but as if it has been built by NASA today. The results are fascinating, to say the least!
http://www.projectrho.com/botanybay/index.html
U.S.S. Antares 3-D Model
The modeling continues! In this case, yet another artist took on the challenge of modeling the Antares, as seen in the TOS Remastered version of
“Charlie X”. I think you’ll agree the results are impressive.
http://3d.merknet.com/free/antares/antares.html
The Collective - Sci-Fi Modeling
Some of our friends aboard the U.S.S. Ascension and U.S.S. Adamant also have another outlet for their sci- fan activities. They’re modelers, and
they have a company of their own, called The Collective. Their site features photos, event recaps, modeling tips, and much more. As I write this,
there’s even a photo of our own Matt Rielly, who attended a modeling workshop at Shore Leave. Go, Matt!
http://www.collectivemodels.com/
Star Trek: The Exhibition
Touring the country are two exhibits of Star Trek artifacts, models, costumes, props, and memorabilia. Set amidst a futuristic environment, including
mockups of some of the famous settings of Star Trek, Star Trek: The Exhibition shares the wonder and the history of over 4 decades of the Star Trek
saga. The website offers a look at the Exhibition itself, but also provides a blog and a guide for educators who’d like to incorporate the Exhibition into
their curricula.
http://www.startrekexhibition.com/
Star Trek Index
Looking for a news site, a features site, a reviews site, and a look at the world of Star Trek all in one? If so, check out this site. It’s got a lot of
resources, all under one roof.
http://www.startrekindex.com/
We Choose the Moon
40 years and just a few days ago, the rst Humans set foot upon the moon. All these years later, that event still resonates in our collective psyche, and
we know that it is simultaneously the farthest away people have ever gone from Earth, and yet still just the rst step to exploring the cosmos. This site
remembers, and celebrates, that Apollo mission. Explore, enjoy, and learn.
http://wechoosethemoon.org/
From Matt Rielly:
Steampunk Masterpiece: 5-foot RC Nautilus Sub
When Bob Martin builds a radio-controlled replica of the Nautilus submarine from 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, he’s not messing around. He starts
with a 1/32 scale Disney Nautilus kit from Custom Replicas, a 66.5 inch steampunk monster that’s intricately detailed down to the stainless steel
grating of its wheelhouse oor. While he constructs that model with all of its internal lighting and spooky good looks, Bob also makes it seaworthy,
creating a watertight cylinder (WTC) complete with lithium-ion battery-powered propulsion, servo control, and ballast for buoyancy, making it so the
model electric boat can cruise and dive just like real-world submarines.
http://dvice.com/archives/2009/07/steampunk-maste.php
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“Admiral! There Be Whales HERE!”

fend off a potential predator. Kevin Carroll explained that “with a person,
when we t a socket on them, we have one long, solid bone. We don’t have
to have the socket moving in every direction. With a dolphin, it needs to
move along with her full spine.”
Winter had casts made to monitor her body shape and growth. The casts
also provided the mold that would be needed for her new tail. In August of
2007, Winter was tted with her new tail, which was made out of silicone
and plastic and measured 21⁄2 feet long.
Winter’s prosthetic tail would have to be done in at least three sizes to
accommodate her growth rate. Marine scientist Steve McCulloch, who is
also working on Winter’s case, has been quoted as saying, “The dolphin’s
tail n is the most powerful swimming mechanism Mother Nature ever
designed. When you see how much pressure they put on their ukes, the
prosthesis is going to take a marvel of modern engineering.”

The aquarium staff will have
to re-train Winter in how to
swim like a dolphin again after
not having a tail for over two
years.
Winter’s case had been preceded by another bottle-nosed dolphin in an aquarium in Okinawa, Japan.
Fuji, a 35-year old female dolphin, has been a 30-year resident of the
Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium, the world’s second largest aquarium. She
delighted visitors to the aquarium for decades, but a mysterious disease
began to eat away at her tail n. Unfortunately, in order to save her life, most of her tail had to be amputated. Like Winter,
while her life was saved, her quality of life was severely compromised. Unlike Winter, Fuji just oated on top of the water,
rarely moving from one place to another, waiting for her handlers to feed her.
Something had to be done to bring Fuji’s quality of life back again. Enter Bridgestone Tire Company, Japan’s largest tire
manufacturer. Along with a team of researchers, they stepped in to assist and drew on their extensive expertise in rubber.
After producing design after design, many of which did not work and which Fuji did not like, they hit upon the nished
product. The new tail, made of silicone, was taken to a special laboratory at the University of Tokyo, where extensive tests
were performed for speed and strength. They wondered, “Could man somehow match what it took nature millions of years
to perfect?” The answer, luckily for Fuji, was yes.
Fuji did not immediately take to her new tail. She found it to be abrasive and tried to get it off. Through careful, patient,
gentle and controlled training, she has now adapted to her new tail and is swimming happily around her enclosure. Fuji is
also back to doing the high jumps that had so entertained visitors in the past.
Through innovations made with collaborations by corporate rms, marine biologists, researchers and prosthetists
combined, they have given new life to these dolphins who would have very likely not have been so lucky had they
lived in another time.
Source Material:
Clearwater Marine Aquarium - http://ded183-lin-79-183.netsonic.net/~admin164/cms/index.php?page=winter
Gizmodo - http://gizmodo.com/387071/dolphin-gets-prosthetic-tail
MailOnline - http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-563966/Pictured-The-worlds-bionic-sea-creature-Winter-dolphin-gets-prosthetic-tail.html
USA Today - http://www.usatoday.com/tech/science/2006-09-15-dolphin-tail_x.htm
Telegraph.co.uk - http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/newstopics/howaboutthat/1927254/Winter-the-dolphin-gets-bionic-tail.html
Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium - http://www.kaiyouhaku.com/en/news/05041801_01_report.html
Fuji, The Bionic Dolphin - http://shinsects.suite101.com/article.cfm/fuji_the_bionic_dolphin
CBS News.com - http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2004/12/14/eveningnews/main661078.shtml
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“THEY SAY THE SEA IS COLD, BUT THE SEA CONTAINS THE HOTTEST BLOOD OF ALL”
ENTER THE WARM-BLOODED SALMON SHARK
By Annie Slonski

My understanding of the
animal world for much of
my life has mostly been that
animals were in two categories: warm-blooded and cold-blooded. Mammals are warmblooded, sh are cold-blooded. But what if those lines were
blurred and there WERE a warm-blooded sh? Enter the
Salmon shark.
The Salmon shark is a close cousin to the infamous
Great White shark. It inhabits polar waters and as its name
suggests, feeds almost exclusively on salmon returning to
their freshwater streams to spawn. Salmon sharks are opportunistic feeders and when not feeding on salmon, their diet
consists of pelagic, or open sea, animals, such as steelhead
trout, herring, sardines, pollock, cod, mackerel, and other
bony shes. Occasionally they will feed on a smaller shark
relative, the spiny dogsh, and on pelagic squid.
Salmon sharks are a medium-sized sh, reaching lengths of
up to approximately 71⁄2 feet. Their coloring is a dark-bluish
grey to a bluish-black above and a whitish belly with dark
grayish blotches in the larger animals, those over ve feet in
length. They have, on occasion, been mistaken for a small
Great White.
What sets these sharks apart from all of their other cousins
is that they thrive in the polar ice waters of the North Pacic.
The Salmon shark is found only in the coastal and oceanic
waters of the North Pacic. They can be found in the waters
off of Japan, off the western Pacic coasts of North Korea,
South Korea, Russia, and in the Bering Sea. The best studied
populations, though, have been in Prince William Sound in
Alaska.
Cold-blooded animals normally adapt to the temperatures
surrounding them. But in the case of the Salmon shark,
the frigid waters would most assuredly spell doom for the
animal if not for the singular beauty of adaptation. Salmon
sharks are endothermic; they maintain a constant body temperature, despite changes of temperature in the environment,
and they appear to have the highest body temperature of all
sharks.
Studies of Salmon shark stomach temperatures have
revealed that they maintain a relatively constant 78o F,
despite any changes in depth or surrounding ambient temperatures. Temperatures of the shark’s core have been found
to be as much as 68o F above the ambient temperature. And
for an animal that spends most of its life in polar waters,
this is vital.
Salmon sharks have a highly developed counter-current

heat exchange mechanism called the rete mirabile, Latin for
“wonderful net”, which buffers the eyes, brain, muscles and
body cavity from the large temperature changes often associated with a cold-blooded animal. This endothermy is very
rare in sh. The only other sh known to be endotherms are
tuna, billshes (Marlin, Sailsh, Swordshes), and lamnid
(Great White, Mako) sharks.
The great advantages of endothermy is that warm muscles
will contract faster, which increases the shark’s speed and
agility in colder water, which is essential when pursuing
fast prey. Salmon sharks are indeed agile hunters, often
seen careening or “porpoising” out of the water in pursuit
of their prey.
But, despite their large size, the Salmon shark can accelerate quickly and maintain high rates of speed over short
distances, much like a cheetah chasing after a gazelle on
land. However, Salmon sharks do lack the endurance found
in true warm-blooded marine mammals.
Their adaptation to survive in polar waters differs greatly
from marine mammals. For example, Sea otters have a
very thick pelt containing millions of hairs per square inch,
which they groom constantly to ensure continued warmth.
Seals and whales rely on blubber, a very thick layer just
under the skin that encases all the major organs, thereby
maintaining constant heat.
With the exception of man, Salmon sharks have no known
predators. The only potential predator is their larger cousin,
the Great White, who may prey on juvenile Salmon sharks
where their ranges overlap.
Source Material:
Florida Museum of Natural History (http://www.mnh.u.edu/sh)
Biology of Sharks and Rays (http://www.elasmo-research.org)
Alaska Fish & Wildlife News (http://www.wildlifenews.alaska.gov)
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Here are the highlights of the next few months in Star Trek books...
Available August 2009:

The Soul Key (ST:DS9), by Olivia Woods
Continuing the events from Star Trek: Fearful Symmetry, a new novel in the ongoing Deep Space Nine series set after the end
of the critically acclaimed television series.
Captain Kira’s lookalike, Iliana Ghemor, dreams of fullling a prophecy that will mark her as the one true Emissary of the mirror
universe-a messianic gure who will lead her followers into a war that could trigger the cleansing of countless alternate Kiras in
countless parallel realities. But the stakes are higher than anyone imagines, for the pull of destiny tugs at other souls who are swept
into the vortex of the Prophets, remote and timeless beings who have set these events in motion. Yet the outcome of this struggle
for the fate of one universe will ripple across many others, giving shape to a future that will prove to be greatest trial yet for the
heroes of station Deep Space 9.

Available September 2009:
The Never Ending Sacrice (ST:DS9), by Una McCormack
Rugal is an orphaned Cardassian who has been raised by the people his race once conquered, the Bajorans. Reluctantly repatriated
to Cardassia as a teenager, Rugal becomes the living witness to the downfall of the proud people to whom he was born, rst by
the invading Klingons, then during the Cardassians’ unholy pact with the Dominion-a partnership that culminated in a near-genocide.
Through it all, Rugal’s singular perspective illuminates the choices that brought the Cardassians to their ruin...even as he learns that the
Cardassian soul is not as easy to understand as he imagined.
Available October 2009:
The Romulan War (ST:ENT, Trade Paperback), by Michael A. Martin
In the 21st century, unconditional war swept across the Earth. A war that engulfed the great and the small, the rich and the poor, giving
no quarter. Each side strove for unconditional victory, and as battle built upon battle, the living began to envy the dead.
Chastised by the cataclysm that they had unleashed, the governments of Earth banded together. Humanity vowed to put an end to
war, and to strive for the betterment of every living creature. A united Earth created Star Fleet, an interstellar agency, whose mission
was to explore the cosmos, to come in peace for all mankind. A naïve wish, yet man persists in the belief that peace is the way.
Banding together with other powers to form a Coalition of Planets, Humanity hopes that the strength each can offer the other will
allow for peaceful exploration.
The rise of the Coalition strikes dread within the Romulan Star Empire. They feel the growing reach will cut them off from what is
rightfully theirs. But, the Romulans know that the alliance is fragile, that the correct strategy could turn allies into foes. Perfecting a
way of remotely controlling Coalition ships and using them as weapons against each other, the Romulans hope to drive a wedge of
suspicion and mistrust between these new allies.
One ship, one Star Fleet captain, uncovers this insidious plot, Jonathan Archer of the Enterprise. Determined not to lose what
they have gained, outmanned and outgunned, the captains of Star Fleet stand tall, vowing to defend every inch of Coalition space.
The tide begins to turn. The Romulans now plan to strike at what they see as the heart of their problem. With nothing left to lose,
the Romulan Star Empire engages in all-out war against Humanity, determined once and for all to stop the Human menace from
spreading across the galaxy.
Unworthy (ST:VOY), by Kirsten Beyer
Freed with a thought, the greatest menace to Humanity, the Borg, are gone, absorbed into the Caeliar gestalt. But are they? Can this
deadly menace that has hovered over humanity for decades truly be gone? Might some shadow of the Caeliar remain? The Federation
decides that they have to know and Star Fleet is ordered to nd out.
The starship Voyager leads a eet into a region of space that has lived in fear of instant annihilation for generations, the home of the
Borg, the Delta Quadrant. Afsarah Eden-the new captain of Voyager-is charged with getting answers, reaching out to possible allies,
and resolving old enmities in the Delta Quadrant.
The perfection that was given to the Borg was withheld from Seven of Nine. Left behind, she is living a twilight existence-neither Borg
nor Human-and slowly going mad. The whispers of the Collective, comforting murmurs she has always known, are replaced with a voice
deep within her that keeps insisting she is Annika Hansen. Chakotay, the former captain of Voyager, offers to help Seven rendezvous
with the ships that Star Fleet Command has sent into the Delta quadrant, the probable destination of the mysterious Caeliar.
These are not the friendly stars of the Federation. The unknown and the unexpected are the everyday.
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21-23 August 2009 - Monstermania
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Cherry Hill, NJ Rub elbows with stars like John Astin, Felix Silla, and director John Landis.
Cost: Tickets are $40 for a weekend pass, $20 for a day pass, and $199 for the limited VIP Premiere Pass.
Event Website: http://www.monstermania.net/
23 August 2009 - NY Renaissance Fair, Tuxedo, NY
Annual Avenger trip to the New York Renaissance festival. details: http://www.nyrf.com
Coordinator: RADM Todd Brugmans - scotsmuppet@gmail.com
29 August 2009 - Trek Night 2 with the Somerset Patriots
TD Bank Ballpark, 1 Patriots Park, Bridgewater, NJ
STARFLEET has been invited back for another Trek Night with the Patriots! Details TBA.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rutgers.edu

12 September 2009 - Sourland Mountain Preserve Hike
Sourland Mountain Preserve, East Mountain Road, Hillsborough, NJ
Sourland Mountain Preserve has several easy trails on which to hike, and we will explore the natural setting for an enjoyable walking
afternoon.
Cost: None Event Website: http://www.somersetcountyparks.org/activities/parks/sourland_mt.htm
13 September 2009 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: “How I Spent My Summer Vacation” - A look back at our adventures
in the summer months. Dinner to follow.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
19-20 September 2009 - Star Trek: The Exhibition Closing Weekend
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, PA
Regional event for closing weekend. Volunteers needed in uniform. Coordinate with members of the U.S.S. Sovereign.
Event Website: http://www2..edu/ Event Coordinators: ADM Beryl Washington, KapnKitty@aol.com or LT Sracey Wright,
gulana94@yahoo.com
19-20 September 2009 - Lion’s Renaissance Faire
Pine Park, Country Club Drive off County Line Road, Lakewood, NJ Annual fundraising event for the Lions of Lakewood.
Cost: $10.00 per adult Event Website: http://www.myspace.com/lakewoodrenfair
Event Coordinator: RADM Todd Brugmans, Scotsmuppet@gmail.com
2-4 October 2009 - Watkins Glen Weekend
Ithaca and Watkins Glen, NY
Hike the Glen Gorge and meet up with ‘Fleeters from across the country. Cost: The hike is free, but you will need to consider food,
lodging, etc. The primary hotel is the Ithaca Airport Ramada Inn, on Triphammer Road.
Event Website: http://www.ussaccord.org/wgw.html
4 October 2009 - JDRF Walk, Seaside Heights Walk with us and raise funds for a good cause.
Event Coordinator: CMDR Annie Slonski, piperangus@gmail.com
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11 October 2009 - Avenger Ship Meeting
North Brunswick Public Library, 880 Hermann Road, North Brunswick, NJ, 2:00 PM
Join us for the usual fun, chatter, and good times. Program: The Worlds/Planets of Star Trek. Dinner to follow.
Event Coordinator: COMM Judy Waidlich, waidlich@rci.rutgers.edu
30 October - 1 November 2009 - Chiller Theatre, Parsippany Hilton, Parsippany, NJ
Hilton Parsippany, One Hilton Court, Parsippany, NJ
Chiller is a New Jersey-based Horror Convention. There are several dealer rooms of merchandise and opportunity for autographs.
The site is off Route 10, at the Dryden Way exit. Take Campus Drive to Hilton Court.
Event Eebsite: www.chillertheatre.com
31 October 2009 - Challenger Halloween Party
Ortley Beach, NJ Details TBA
NOTE: Please, if you are planning to attend an event, let the event/project coordinator know of your plans, so he/she can make
the proper arrangements. Thanks.

STARFLEET News:
** COMM Jon Lane announced a new online store: http://www.shop.s.org
** FADM Sal Lizard announced the removal of three regional coordinators:
- Chrissy Killian, R4
- Mike Urvand, R6
- Manon Lessard-Belanger, R14
** FADM Sal Lizard announced that CAPT Reed Bates was elected as the Region 3 Regional Coordinator and promoted to Fleet Captain.
** Staff Changes, Ofce of the Vice Commander, STARFLEET:
- John Schulte has decided to stand down from his position as director of Peteet and is handing the leashes over to Marie Anderson,
mande64911@roadrunner.com
** STARFLEET Operations has announced the commissioning of the following chapters:
- U.S.S. Independence, NCC-1776, based in Colorado Springs, CO, Region 17, COMM Joe Hinson, Commanding
** STARFLEET Shakedown Operations has announced the launch of the following chapters:
- U.S.S. Ringling, NCC-34231, based in Sarasota, FL, Region 2
- U.S.S. Revelation, NCC-63551, based in Church Hill, TN, Region 1
** STARFLEET Academy News:
- The College of Communications has reopened with a new Director, CAPT Brian Pickett, breimh@gmail.com. Several new courses have
also opened.
** IC 2010 will be in Wagoner, Oklahoma in the Sequoyah State Park, on 29 July - 1 August 2010. There is a lodge and cottages/cabins.
** IC 2011 will be in the Pocanos, PA at the Pocano Manor, 8/12-14/2011… for more details: http://www.ic2011.com

Region 7 News:

** RADM Gerri Wampler, CO of the U.S.S. Highlander, informed the region of the passing of a crew member, Bonnie Davis.
** The new sector chiefs for Region 7 are:
- MGEN Joe Dorffner - Maryland, Delaware, DC Sector
- COMM Debbie French - Pennsylvania Sector
- CMDR Keith Shikowitz - New York Sector.
** The regional fundraiser continues; return used inkjet cartridges for cash (http://empties4cash.com) Mike Stein has individual pre-paid mailing
baggies bar-coded with the Region 7 account info. If you need any, please contact him at JusticeOC@aol.com
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SHIP BBS

The Ship’s BBS was rst introduced in the novel Spock’s World, written by Diane Duane. Like BBSs of today, it was a place where items of interest could be
posted for the crew to read and respond to. This column is much like that. Things may change from time to time, so keep checking back each issue.
* Do you have an idea for an event or activity? We love to do stuff, that’s for sure! Lots of stuff is based on ideas our members bring to the group, and can be
as simple as something you enjoy and would like to share. How? It’s easy! Just ask an Avenger Command Staff member for an Event Planner and begin your
adventure today. Event Planners contain descriptions of events/activities, and both the Planners and sign-up sheets are passed around at each month’s ship meeting.
This is a way for everyone to nd out the details of what’s going on, or to share your ideas for what you want to do! We need your help, because if no one
coordinates events, they don’t happen!!
* Internet Resources:
The Avenger has a lot of opportunities to interact through the Internet! Check ‘em out...
- The adventure begins with our spiffy website where you can nd information about your fellow crewmates and read online logs from your division chief:
http://www.ussavenger.org/
- Another great way to contact your STARFLEET buddies is through the Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Instructions can be found on the Avenger site. Go to the Internet
Resources link on the navigation bar on the Avenger’s main site, and follow the instructions about IRC. NOTE: To access the IRC servers, use:
irc.eetchat.org
Port 6667
The main STARFLEET channel is #stareet, and Avenger maintains its own channel at #avenger
For additional information, visit http://www.eetchat.org/
- The Avenger Yahoo Group is a great place to get updated news from the Avenger via email and special website features. http://groups.yahoo.com/group/avenger-s
- Avenger News newsletters are archived online, in PDF format, in a dedicated, members-only Google Group. http://groups.google.com/group/avengernews?lnk=li
* Our CaféPress Store: You can buy Avenger schtuff online like T-shirts, sweatshirts, mugs, mousepads, etc at the Cafepress Avenger Store, featuring our logo. The
anniversary period is done, and the standard logo items have been restored, but there are still a couple of items to bear the anniversary logo, too. New for 2008, though, is
the calendar. This time, it’s a full-color graphic of our major insignia over time. The store can be found at: http://www.cafepress.com/ussavenger
* CaféPress Store Feedback: Is there something you’d like that we’re not offering at the Avenger Store? Check out CaféPress’s product list, and if you see something
there that’s not available in our store, contact Avenger Command and let them know.
* CaféPress Store Feedback II: It’ll soon be time for the 2009 calendar! We’ll be looking for suggestions for next year’s calendar art. Any ideas, contributions, or
stuff you’d like to see us do? If so, contact Avenger Command.
* A STARFLEET Community of Particular Note: Interested members are invited to join a community called Project SIMELE. “SIMELE” is short for “STARFLEET
In the Movie and Early Lost Eras”, and its focus is for members or chapters of STARFLEET who have an interest in, use the motif of, or are ctionally set in the
timeframe of roughly 2270 to 2335 in the Star Trek Universe, to interact. (This, of course, includes the Avenger.) It’s designed to provide a venue for members to
share resources, exchange ideas and thoughts about playing in this era of Star Trek, possibly develop cooperative ction, and so forth. Come check the group out
at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SIMELE/
* Avenger Blueprints!
Do you nd yourself getting lost every time you’re on duty while serving aboard your ship? Maybe you should get one of these spiffy blueprint maps!
From the Federation Frontiers publishing ofce, we are pleased to offer General Plans for the Avenger-Class Heavy Frigate. No starship, save the famous line of those
named Enterprise, has received this much attention to detail.
The twenty (20) sheet set includes:
- Construction history
- Ship’s directory
- Six (6) external views
- Full starship specications
- Equipment listing (with system contractors)
- Four (4) cross-section views
- Plan views of all eleven decks at 1:600 scale
- Full-sheet details of the bridge, torpedo pod, main engineering, two-level recreation deck, Sickbay, transporter complex, and auxiliary control.
For more information e-mail the author, Mike Rupprecht, at MRupprecht@aol.com, or just visit the Federation Frontiers web site for this and other spectacular Star
Trek technical documents: http://members.aol.com/FdFrontier/
The Avenger-class Heavy Frigate General Plans cost a mere $10.00 for Avenger crew members, and can be purchased directly from Alex Rosenzweig. You can
also buy the plans via mail order for $12, which includes shipping charges. Money orders are preferred, and will speed delivery. However, personal checks are
acceptable and should be payable to “Michael C. Rupprecht”. Custom rolled sets are available for $15.00 and deluxe poster-sized sets for $40.00. To order, simply
print out the handy order form at web site, or send your name, address, e-mail address, number and type of sets desired, along with your check or money order,
to the following address:
Federation Frontiers
c/o Michael C. Rupprecht
3711 Bloomingdale Drive
Hillsborough, NJ 08844-5531
* Help Wanted!
Looking to contribute to the Avenger? If so, we need your help! The following positions are open:
- Press Ofcer: Write and distribute press releases to the ship’s media list, interact with reporters and other media personnel, and help craft our club image to the
world at large!
- Chief of Security: Serve on the senior staff, and be a leader of the members in the Security Division. Have a direct voice in the running of the chapter. Highlight
security/police/safety-oriented interests, both in the Trek Universe and in real life. (This position requires STARFLEET membership in good standing.)
Contact FCAPT Judy or COMM Todd if you’d like to volunteer!
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The Next Meeting of USS Avenger will be

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 2009
2:00pm
North Brunswick Public Library
880 Hermann Rd.
North Brunswick, NJ 08902
http://www.northbrunswicklibrary.org

Deadline for submissions for the next issue of Avenger News, AN-117:
Please

submit

all

SEPTEMBER 25, 2009

articles,

illustrations and/or photos
alex@tellurian.com

to

Alex

Rosenzweig:

